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Photon acceleration of ultrashort laser pulses by relativistic ionization fronts
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We present experimental results from the collision of weak ultrashort pulses with relativistic ionization
fronts in copropagation and counterpropagation. The observed frequency upshifts of the probe pulses provide
not only information about the electron density of the ionization front but also reveal the fine structure of the
front. The connection between the correlation lengths for copropagation and counterpropagation and the lon-
gitudinal and transverse dimensions of the ionization front is also demonstrated thus showing the feasibility of
using the frequency upshift experienced by short probe pulses to fully characterize relativistic ionization fronts
and other relativistic coherent structures in laser-produced plasmas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The designationphoton accelerationwas coined by Wilks
et al. @1#, to describe the combined effect of frequency u
shift with photon number conservation experienced by
probe laser pulse copropagating in a relativistic elect
plasma wave. Strong tunable frequency upshifts can als
obtained whenever electromagnetic waves interact with r
tivistic ionization fronts @2–6#: even though the classica
number of photons is not conserved here, the term pho
acceleration has also been widely used to describe this
nario. The possibility to control, to tune, and to accurat
measure the frequency upshift of short laser pulses inter
ing with ionization fronts and relativistic plasma waves h
triggered considerable work in this subject, in connect
with tunable radiation sources@7# and laser wakefield diag
nostics from plasma based accelerators@8–10#.

An intense short laser pulse propagating through a gas
generate a relativistic front by optical-field induced ioniz
tion of the background gas. The ionization front propaga
with approximately the group velocity of the ionizing las
pulse in the interface gasplasma, and the rise time is rou
half the laser pulse duration, while the maximum electr
density of the front is a function of the background gas pr
sure and the laser intensity. The electron density behind
front evolves in a longer time scale, the recombination ti
scale (;ms). A short weak laser pulse colliding with a
ionization front can be double Doppler upshifted by t
front, for reflection. Even when the front is not dense enou
for total reflection, and the probe pulse is transmitted acr
the front, the frequency shift can be significant@5,6,11#.

Theoretical work on this problem has been based on p
wave analysis@2,3,5#, eigenmode expansion in a cavity@12#,
the ray-tracing or Hamiltonian formulation@6,11#, and pho-
ton kinetics@13#. The first two approaches are a natural d
scription for microwave beams, and ray tracing and pho
kinetics seem to be the suitable formalisms for short puls
The ray-tracing equations are only valid in the geometri
optical approximation, i.e., the time scaletp ~length scale! of
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the perturbation is much longer than the period~wavelength,
l) of the wave packet 2p/v!tp , which means that
l@mm#!0.3tp@ fs#. These conditions are usually satisfie
when probing is performed by a low intensity, short puls
with a central frequency much higher than the electr
plasma frequency.

The key feature predicted by the theory is the signific
difference between the frequency upshiftDv for counter and
copropagation@6#, i.e.,

Dv5
vpe0

2

2v0

b f

16b f
, ~1!

for a one-dimensional~1D! configuration in a underdens
ionization front, where the plus~minus! sign pertains to coun-
ter~co!propagation, andvpe05(4pne0 /me)

1/2 is the maxi-
mum electron plasma frequency of the front,v0 is the initial
frequency of the probe pulse, andb f is the velocity of the
front, normalized to the speed of lightc.

However, and in reality, 2D scenarios are more plausi
and finite width ionization front effects can be importa
@14#. To address these conditions it is necessary to so
numerically the ray-tracing equations@6,14#:
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, ~2!

ẋ5
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V
, ~3!

V̇5
dV
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5
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]t
5

1

2V

]vpe
2

]t
, ~4!

in order to simulate those configurations, withV5@k2c2

1vpe
2 (x,t)#1/2, the local frequency from the linear dispersio

relation, playing the role of the Hamiltonian, andk andx are
the canonical momentum, or wave vector, and canonical
sition, respectively, andvpe

2 (x,t)54pe2ne(x,t)/me is the
local electron plasma frequency squared, wherene(x,t) is
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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the local electron density of the ionization front,me is the
electron mass, ande is the electron charge.

The frequency upshift of laser pulses in plasmas has b
verified experimentally in different configurations@15–18#.
However, these results could not distinguish between the
quency upshift due to a relativistic ionization front or th
frequency upshift due to an almost instantaneous and
form local increase of the electron density, or flash ioni
tion. In fact, significant upshift have been observed at a ti
focus of the ionizing beam@19#. When this sudden growth o
plasma occurs and the plasma changes only in timene(t), in
a few cycles of the electromagnetic radiation, the ray trac
theory is no longer valid and the phase effects became do
nant. Since frequency upshifts by flash ionization are ass
ated with homogenous plasma growth in time, the flash i
ization frequency upshift does not depend on the collis
angle, and can be obtained from Eq.~1! whenb f→`:

Dv'
vpe0

2

2v0
. ~5!

In order to clearly separate the two frequency upshift
gimes, photon acceleration and flash ionization, it is nec
sary to compare the frequency upshift obtained for two d
ferent collision angles@19#: only then we will be able to
clearly identify the presence of a relativistic ionization fron

In this paper, we present detailed experimental result
photon acceleration by relativistic ionization fronts, recen
reported elsewhere@19#. By comparing the frequency upshi
experienced by a short laser pulse for two distinct incide
angles on the front, we are able to clearly show that a r
tivistic ionization front is responsible for the upshift we al
determine the fundamental characteristics of the front i.e
velocity b f , and maximum electron densityne0. Further-
more, a two-dimensional~2D! configuration has been
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adopted thus allowing for the illustration of some of the p
culiarities predicted by the theory of photon acceleration
ionization fronts in 2D@14#.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe
experimental set-up, and we identify the different configu
tions employed in the experiment. The experimental res
are presented and discussed in Sec. III, along with comp
sons with two-dimensional ray-tracing simulations. Final
in the last section, the conclusions are stated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the two-dimensional collision of a probe short las
pulse with a relativistic ionization front, we have employe
the experimental scheme shown in Fig. 1. This experim
makes use of a dye laser-amplifier system at LOA~Labora-
toire d’Optique Applique´e!. The main laser specification con
sists of nearly transform-limited pulses with a pulse durat
of 80 fs at the oscillator output and an energy of 5 mJ at
end of the laser chain. The central wavelength isl
5620 nm and the repetition rate is 10 Hz.

The ionization front is produced by focusing about 50
(;2.5 mJ) of the main laser beam~ionizing laser beam!,
with an f/8 achromat~25 cm of focal length! in a gas jet. The
peak vacuum intensity of;731015 W/cm2 is obtained for a
focal spot of 14mm in radius. The focal point is located a
the border of the vacuum surrounded gas jet in order to
tain maximum plasma density. If focused at the central zo
of the jet, where the neutral density is higher, the produ
plasma would defocus the ionizing beam before reaching
focal point, contributing for a much lower plasma dens
@20#. We have employed a supersonic argon jet, in a pul
regime with high pressure~70 mbar! at the nozzle, capable o
producing high density flows of 231019 cm23 at the flattop
center, and 1019 cm23 at the border, where the collision wit
the probe pulse occurs@21#.
6-2
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The photons to be frequency upshifted~probe laser beam!
correspond to a small fraction~0.05%! of the ionizing beam,
with an energy around 1mJ. The signal to noise ratio in th
blue shifted signal is also increased by focusing the pr
beam in the region of ionization front formation~which is
the focal region of the ionizing beam! by using an f/6 ach-
romat ~20 cm focal length! producing a focal spot o
;11 mm, corresponding toa focused intensity of
31012 W/cm2. This low intensity was necessary in order
guarantee that the probe beam does not ionize the b
ground gas. After the collision of the probe pulse with t
ionization front, the probe photons are collected by an
lens and sent to the spectrometer.

An angle of 20° between the ionization front and t
probe pulse, allowed us to decouple the observation of
blue shift of the probe photons to the expected self-blues
of the ionizing beam, and also to examine the tw
dimensional features of the relativistic collision. In perform
ing our experiments, the probe laser beam was kept in a fi
position. Copropagation and counterpropagation of this be
with respect to the ionization front was then obtained
changing the direction of the ionization front~or the propa-
gation direction of the ionizing laser beam! ~see Fig. 1!. The
plasma density gradients lead to significant refraction effe
mainly if the probe pulse collides mostly with the preform
plasma left behind the ionization front, which was clea
observed during the experiment. In order to check the se

FIG. 2. ~a! Plasma radius and~b! electron plasma density, as
function of the position along the laser propagation axis, measu
by Moiré interferometry.
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tivity of the measurements in the spectrometer to this refr
tion effects, a Dove prism was used, and a diffuser w
placed at the spectrometer entry slit. For low efficiency m
surements in the copropagation configuration, we used a
tering mirror ~see Fig. 1! to cut radiation above 600 nm, in
order to minimize the unshifted radiation ('620 nm). Those
spectra were then corrected by the filter calibration curve

A third laser beam, for diagnostics, with a duration of
fs, central wavelength ofl5560 nm at a repetition rate o
10 Hz is also produced by the laser system with an energ
a fewmJ. This beam is created also from the same dye la
chain, so the main laser pulse and the diagnostic laser p
were always synchronized since they have the same or
With this third beam, we have measured the electron plas
density associated with the ionization front by using a Mo´
interferometer represented in Fig. 1 by the two gridsG1 and
G2. By using the Moire´ interferometry technique@21#, it is
possible to determine the electron plasma density and
transverse width of the ionization front. In Fig. 2 we prese
a typical plasma density profile along the laser axis and
ionization front radius. By removing the grids it is also po
sible, using the same system, to observe the formation
displacement of the ionization front produced by the ionizi
laser beam, employing a shadowgraphic technique.

The probe pulse spectra~Fig. 3! consisting of two CCD
images of the spectrograph~before and after collision with
the front! are vertically integrated, in order to obtain th
power spectrum of the probe beam before and after the
teraction with the ionization front.

Typical power spectra of the probe beam are shown
Fig. 4. To determine the frequency upshifts, an automa
multi-Gaussian fit was performed on the spectra, thus p
viding the peak frequency/wavelength for each gaussian,
thus giving us the frequency shift due to the collision w
the ionization front, Fig. 4. A Gaussian fit was used beca
the frequency upshift mechanisms are adiabatic and nonr
nant which means that all the signal is transferred from o
region of the spectrum to another, without any selection r
and maintaining the same approximate spectral shape.
peak intensities are also obtained from this fitting procedu

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

During the experiment we were able to introduce tw
types of variations with the aim of changing some of t
ionization front parameters, and interaction features.

d

FIG. 3. Typical CCD images from the spectrograph of t
probe:~a! without the presence of a plasma;~b! after the interaction
with a counterpropagating ionization front;~c! after the interaction
with a copropagating ionization front.
6-3
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A. Local plasma density and the fine structure
of the ionization front

In order to vary the plasma density of the front we mov
longitudinally the achromat in the optical circuit of the io
izing beam~see Fig. 5!. The plasma density variation wa
associated with a change of the ionizing beam diameter
intensity at the interaction region between the two bea
The interaction region was kept fixed, as shown in Fig. 5

The critical issue when analyzing frequency upshift
ionization fronts is the comparison between copropaga
and counterpropagation. In Fig. 6, we plot the frequency
shifts as a function of the focusing lens~achromat! position
in copropagation and in counterpropagation scenarios: e
peak in the spectrum contributes with a point assigned by
underlying upshift mechanism.

FIG. 4. Typical power spectra of the probe pulse in the sp
trometer. The dotted Gaussian curve represents the unshifted p
signal by fitting several points of the spectral data~plus signs! of the
probe pulse without interacting with the plasma. The open circ
are the upshifted spectrum data, after the collision with the ion
tion front, used to performed a multi-Gaussian fit~solid curve!. The
Gaussian dashed curves represent each upshifted frequency
separately obtained from the multi-Gaussian fitting process.

FIG. 5. Sketch illustrating the plasma density variation by mo
ing longitudinally the focusing lens position of the ionizing bea
The achormat focus the ionizing pulse in border region of the
jet where the probe is also focused with an angle of 20 degrees.
dashed lines indicate the new ionizing beam profile at the collis
region after displacing the focusing achormatic lens byDx.
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e The maximum upshift attained isDlmax515.6 nm in Fig.
6~a! for the copropagation which clearly correspond to
photon acceleration effect in the ionization front with
plasma density of 4.531019 cm23 given by ray-tracing
simulations@19,14#. The curve with lower-frequency upshif
are in very good agreement with the expected value of
flash ionization effect for those plasmas densities of the i
ization front on both casesDlmax54.75 nm for ne54.5
31019 cm23 @Fig. 6~a!# calculated from Eq.~5!. On the
other hand, for the counter-propagation@Fig. 6~b!#, we to
identify the curve with higher upshifts~with a maximum of
around the 5.5 nm! as flash ionization phenomena, becau
the predicted plasma density of the ionization front to rea
this upshift by photon acceleration would be of the order
1020 cm23, which clearly is out of range for our experimen
tal setup. From Eq.~5! we can then determine the electro
densityne55.231019 cm23 to obtain this frequency upshift
The blue shift due to the photon acceleration~curve with
lower-frequency upshifts! only reaches a little more than 1.
nm which corresponds to a ionization front with a plasm
density around 3.031019 cm23 given by ray-tracing simu-
lations @19,14#. Comparing the plasma density results o
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FIG. 6. Frequency upshift as function of the focusing lens po
tion of ionizing beam.~a! in copropagation:~solid uptriangles! pho-
ton acceleration;~open downtriangles! intermediate frequency up
shift; ~solid circles! flash ionization.~b! in counterpropagation:
~solid uptriangles! due to the photon acceleration,~open circles! due
to flash ionization. The dashed curves are Gaussian fits to gi
visual aid of the variation.
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tained from the frequency upshift in both scenarios, we
confirm that the maximum plasma density of the ionizat
front ~between 4.5 and 5.031019 cm23) was similar for
these two configurations. This density estimate also ag
with the measurements from the Moire´ interferometry.

Also from Fig. 6~a!, it is clear that there is a third curv
between the two mentioned frequency shifts. This interme
ate shift has a maximum of 10 nm in wavelength whi
would correspond of a plasma density of around
31019 cm23, from the ray-tracing simulations@19,14# of the
photon acceleration phenomena. This is not a flash ioniza
effect because this upshift would correspond to a densit
approximately 1020 cm23, which is not compatible with our
laser and gas jet parameters.

A plausible explanation for this intermediate upshift
given by the ionization steps of the Argon at the ionizati
front. In Fig. 7 we can see the predicted shape of a ioniza
front obtained by the ionization theory applicable to the
gas conditions and laser intensity@22–24#, using the data
from the multiphoton and tunneling ionization experimen
of noble gases@25–27#. In the ionization of the Argon there
is a considerable time lag between the ionization of Ar31 and
the ionization of Ar41. Thus, a significant fraction of pho
tons from the probe pulse interact only with the outer zone
the ionization front, that only reaches the third level of t
ionization. We have confirmed this with ray-tracing simu
tions. Those photons will give rise to the intermediate f
quency upshift, which is sufficiently efficient to be discrim
nated in probe beam spectrum.

In counterpropagation@Fig. 6~b!# the frequency upshifts
are smaller than the probe pulse spectral width and so
very difficult to distinguish all the different frequency up
shifted peaks due to the spectral overlapping. Neverthe
the maximum density associated to the photon accelera
upshift is given by the third level of ionization of Argo
(Ar31) and can be explained by the same arguments m
tioned for the copropagation results.

In order to corroborate the presence of flash ionizatio
is important to study the relative importance of between
two upshift mechanisms, photon acceleration and flash

FIG. 7. Predicted shape ionization front by the ionizing pu
from the multiphoton and tunneling ionization theory. The dash
curve represents the laser pulse and the solid line the gene
plasma density of the ionization front at the beam axes.
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ization in different collision regions. From the evolution o
the normalized peak intensities in the probe beam spect
for copropagation collisions, Fig. 8, it is possible to obser
the competition, between the two mechanisms, near or a
the focal region of the ionizing beam. We see that pho
acceleration and flash ionization dominate in different zo
of the collision of the probe pulse with ionization front. I
the first case it is clear that the signal due to flash ionizat
is dominant in the focal zone of the ionizing beam, where
plasma density is higher but the ionization front is smal
(;20 mm from the Moiréinterferometry! and less well de-
fined. In small spot size focal region, the probe experience
uniform increase of the plasma density along its full exte
this is the flash ionization scenario. We stress that a sim
behavior is observed in counterpropagation.

B. Ionization front characterization

In order to retrieve the features of the ionization front w
have studied the influence of the delay between the ioniz
pulse and the probe pulse in the frequency upshift data
sults. This was achieved by varying the delay line at
ionizing beam optical circuit~see Fig. 1!. By changing this
delay the interaction zone was no longer kept fixed, since
interaction between the ionization front and the probe pu
depends on the time and space overlap of the two pulses~see
Fig. 9!. In the copropagation configuration there is ess
tially a time overlap~or cross-correlation! between the ion-
ization front and the probe pulse. For counterpropagat
the collision between the laser pulses~probe and ionizing!
occurred at different positions of their trajectories, so t
interaction is limited by the space overlap of the two bea
at the gas jet.

This can give us the length along the beam traject
where the probe pulse experience the frequency upshift.
can call this a correlation length~delay time3 light speed!,
and measure it for the two experimental configurations~co-
propagation and counterpropagation!. In copropagation we
have a cross correlation in time between the ionization fr

d
ted FIG. 8. Peak intensities of the observed spectra as functio
the focusing lens position of ionizing beam in copropagation.~Solid
uptriangles! sum of the maximum with the intermediate frequen
upshifts peak intensities related to the photon acceleration phen
ena;~open circles! peak intensity associated to the flash ionizatio
6-5
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DIAS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056406 ~2002!
and the probe pulse; therefore, the interaction lengthDco is a
function of the probe pulse duration,tp , and the ionization
front duration t f (' half of the ionizing pulse duration!
given by the approximate relation:

Dco'c~t f1tp!. ~6!

On the other hand, in counterpropagation the interac
length corresponds to the region where the trajectory of
ionization front overlaps the trajectory of the probe pulse.
this case the correlation length,Dcounter, is determined by

Dcounter'
2~W01Wp!

u
, ~7!

whereW0 and Wp are the ionization front and probe bea
radius, respectively andu is the angle between the two tra
jectories.

The correlation length in co-propagation is around 60mm
~width at half maximum and 100mm in total!, see Fig. 10,
which would correspond to an ionization front rise time
65 fs, which implies that the laser pulse duration should
around 2365 fs5130 fs.

FIG. 9. Schematic illustration of interaction zone~a! in copropa-
gation and~b! in counterpropagation when varying the delay line
the ionizing beam optical circuit. The dashed lines indicate, in b
cases, the correlation length in the trajectories where the colli
between the ionization front and the probe pulse can occur.t f and
tp are the ionization front duration and the probe pulse durat
respectively. 23W0 and 23Wp are the ionizing beam~i.e., ioniza-
tion front! and the probe beam diameters, respectively.
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This pulse duration is a slightly larger than the laser spe
fications, but it is consistent with the measured probe pu
spectra.

The correlation length in counterpropagation is of the
der of 23135 mm ~width at half maximum!, see Fig. 11.
Considering thatWp50.8W0, due to the focal length relation
of the lens used for the ionizing and probe beams and
angleu between them of 20 degrees, we retrieve the ioni
tion front width'23W0526.5mm, which agrees well with
the results obtained by Moire´ interferometry@see Fig. 2~a!#.

By confirming the time and space dimensions of the io
ization front, these results clearly demonstrate the ability
determine the dimensions of the ionization front~duration
and width! from the correlation lengths observed in the tw
experimental configurations.

t
h
n

,

FIG. 10. Frequency upshift as function of the delay line in t
ionizing beam path for copropagation:~solid uptriangles! due to
photon acceleration;~open circles! frequency upshift associated t
the flash ionization.

FIG. 11. Observed frequency upshift as function of the de
line in the ionizing beam path for counterpropagation.~Solid uptri-
angles! measured frequency upshift related to the photon accel
tion phenomena;~open circles! frequency upshift associated to th
flash ionization. The dashed curves are Gaussian fits to give a v
aid of the variation and the correlation length (;23135 mm width
at half maximum!.
6-6
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a 2D experimental setup for study
the frequency upshift suffered by a probe laser pulse in
interaction with a relativistic ionization front. The retrieve
plasma densities associated with observed maximum
quency shifts are in good agreement with the measurem
from Moiré interferometry. This agreement is also prese
when comparing the results from the co-propagation
counter-propagation experimental configurations.

The experimental results also show evidence for a con
bution to the power spectra of a signal that has appro
mately the same frequency upshift in the copropagation c
figuration as in the counter-propagation case. We inter
this as a clear signature of the well-known flash ionizat
effect. From the intensity plots in copropagation and co
terpropagation, we confirm that the photon acceleration
nal is more efficient before the focus position, where
ionization front is larger and well defined. On the contra
near the focus flash ionization becomes dominant. In th
cases the incident probe photons no more experience th
fluence of a well-defined front, but they sample the en
plasma region, which is suddenly being generated.

With our 2D experimental setup we were able to dem
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strate that it is possible to retrieve several characteristic
the ionization front by measuring frequency upshifts induc
by photon acceleration. When varying the focusing lens
sition of the ionizing beam the observation of intermedia
frequency upshifts due to ionization steps of the Argo
clearly shows the ability to probe the fine structure of t
ionization front by photon acceleration. On the other ha
the correlation lengths obtained by varying the time de
between the probe and the ionizing pulses, determines
overlap of the two pulses in time and in space, thus enab
us to determine the time duration and transversal dimen
of the front, from the copropagation and counterpropagat
datas, respectively. Those results were confirmed by
Moiré interferometry measurements and the pulse dura
estimate from the spectral width of the probe laser pu
before entering the plasma. Our results demonstrate the
ability of frequency upshift measurements by weak pro
pulses as a powerful diagnostic tool for relativistic coher
structures in laser-produced plasmas.
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